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Abstract
This paper examines the characteristics of moral agent and practical
functions in Cheong Yagyong's 丁若鏞 (1762-1836) theory of mind (xin
心). In Cheong’s thought, daeche 大體 (greater substance) or yeongche
靈體 (spiritual substance) are intangible and transcendent substances
harbored in a material body but different from it. The substance of
mind in itself has only an ontological meaning and does not hold any
implications as a agent. It is through a moral function that the mind
qualifies as a possible agent. Cheong's explication on the functions of
the mind is confined to a practical dimension. Feeling (jeong 情),
desire (yok 欲), and will (ji 志), which are all practical functions of the
mind, are object-oriented, while intention (ui 意) is the deliberation of
internal movements in the mind. Cheong interprets nature (xing 性) as
a moral tendency or intentionality from which feeling, desire, and will
are issued. In the place of intention, he employs a new concept:
“gwonhyeong 權衡,” which means to weigh and choose between a
moral inclination and a physical appetite. Gwonhyeong, whose function
is secondary to the moral disposition for goodness (virtue), does not
mean free will. Although Cheong's theory of mind is original, the
absence of explanation for its cognitive function exposes a theoretical
limitation.
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1. Introduction
Throughout the history of Confucian thought, mind (xin 心) has been
treated as one of the most important philosophical concepts, and this
was no exception in Cheong Yagyong's 丁若鏞 (1762-1836) philosophy.
Mind was a core concept in his philosophy, which is recognized as an
original system of thought, and we can better understand the overall
characteristics of his philosophy by examining his conception of mind.
Generally speaking, prior studies on Cheong's theory of mind have
tended to focus on its modern aspects, emphasizing autonomy and
existential determination in comparison to Neo-Confucianism. For
example, even Keum Jangtae, known for his balanced view on
Cheong’s philosophy, remarks that Cheong's theory of mind supposes
that the "existential reality that human beings have to make a decision
and take action independently in the actual life which is rife with
divisions and conflicts is a fundamental feature of human existence."1)
Although I agree that Cheong’s conception of mind represents the
moral agent and has an orientation for practice, it is doubtful whether
it gives more stress than Neo-Confucianism to individuals' independent
and existential determination. It is commonly said that the independent
and existential nature of mind is linked to autonomous consciousness
and free will, I am not sure whether the substance of mind represents
autonomous consciousness and implicates free will of selection in its
function in Cheong’s thought. In this paper, I examine the two aspects
of substance and function2) in Cheong's notion of mind and take up
the question of whether or not the substance of mind represents
autonomous awareness and involves inherent free will in its function. I
believe that this will illuminate the characteristics of moral agent and
practical functions in his philosophy of mind. Let me first provide an
overview of the implication of mind as an moral agent in the
Confucian philosophical tradition.
1) Keum Jangtae (2005, 32).
2) See Baker (2009, 67-88) on the transformation of substance and function in Cheong
Yagyong. Making a persuasive discussion on the characteristics of the concepts of
substance (ti 體) and function (yong 用) through the contrast of the Western
noun-centered way of thinking and the Chinese verb-centered way of thinking, Baker
notes that Cheong Yagyong adopted them in a transformed or limited manner,
influenced by the idea of substance-attribute in Western Learning. Although I basically
agree to his view, I think that the influence of Western Learning was confined to the
substance of mind and rather obscure in degree.
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2. The Implication of Mind as a Moral Agent in Confucianism
Mind (心) has a long history in the tradition of Confucian philosophy.
Originally, the term referred to a physical organ, the heart (心臟).
Despite this linguistic origin, the letter was used to mean “mind” in
Confucian scriptures, including Lunyu (Analects), where Confucius said:
"At seventy years of age, I could follow what my heart desired,
without going against the way of propriety."3) Here, ‘heart’ refers to
what is generally meant by the term mind. One thing to note is that
moral agent is implicated in Confucius' notion of mind. He also said
that "one can enlarge the right way; the right way does not enlarge
one."4)
It was Mencius who produced a systematic theory of mind as a
moral agent against the criticisms of Taoists and Mohists. As
Confucius admitted, "If one holds onto one's mind, it will be
preserved. Release it, and it is lost. There is no fixed time for its
coming and going. No one fully understands where it is directed to."5)
As it was very difficult for Confucian philosophers to capture the
substance of mind, Mencius had to come up with a way to cultivate
the mind, i.e., how to search for and preserve the lost mind. He
argued that mind is the agent which nourishes the moral feelings of
the Four Beginnings and fosters the Four Virtues of benevolence,
righteousness, propriety, and wisdom, and that mind is greater
substance (大體) than that which makes up the physical body (小體).6)
Mind, as the greater substance, is given to humans by Heaven and
has two key functions: thinking and willing. Stressing that mind is the
agent which is crucial for both conception and practice, he asserted, "If
you fully explore your mind, you will understand your nature. If you
understand your nature, you understand Heaven. To preserve your
mind and nourish your nature is to serve Heaven."7)
Not just Mencius but Confucians in general attached importance
to the autonomy of mind. Xunzi, who was heavily influenced by
Taoists and Mohists, chose to re-accentuate the significance of mind as
an moral agent against Zhuangzi's criticism, stating that "mind is the
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)

Analects
Analects
Mencius
Mencius
Mencius

2.4
15.28
5A.8
5A.15
6A.1
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ruler of the body and the master of spiritual knowledge; it gives
orders instead of receiving them."8) While the autonomy of mind
received occasional attention through the long period from the
Chin-Han to the Zhou-Tang Dynasties, the overriding emphasis was
put on the presence of a unitary mind [one mind] and mind as
metaphysical substance. Against this background, the emergence of the
new Neo-Confucian notion of mind in the 11th-century Song Dynasty
could be understood as a rebellion against the metaphysical emphasis
on the substance of mind.
Believing that "mind is where sovereignty lies,"9) Cheng Yi (程頤,
1033-1107) inherited the notion of autonomous mind echoed in classical
Confucianism. While he regarded mind as autonomous consciousness,
he also held that the great overarching principle or essential substance
(broadly identifiable as nature or Heaven) inheres in mind.10) Cheng
spoke of substance and function as the two aspects of a unitary mind:
"Mind is one, but sometimes it refers to the substance and sometimes,
its functions. We can only observe what is manifested."11) Cheng also
argued that substance (li) is the essence of mind and the mind’s
observable functions are manifestations of its substance, claiming in a
passage that is reminiscent of the Avatamsaka Buddhist idea of
“unimpeded interfusion of the principle and the particulars” (li shi wu
de 理事無碍) that "substance and application have the same origin and
there is no gap between what is ostensible and what is hidden."12)
Following Cheng Yi, Zhu Xi 朱熹 (1130-1200) also emphasized the
autonomy of mind, stating: "Mind governs body. It is one, not two. It
is the subject, not the object. It issues orders to things and is not
ordered by them."13) He strongly questioned the idea then being
argued by the Honam school that one could intuitively cognize
substance (the real essence of mind) in manifestation.14) For Zhu Xi,
8) Xunzi 21.9
9) Er Cheng ji 二程集, 1:183. “心是所主處.”
10) Er Cheng ji 二程集, 1:296-7. 伯溫又問: “孟子言心․性․天, 只是一理否?” 曰: “然. 自理
言之, 謂之天; 自稟受言之, 謂之性; 自存諸人言之, 謂之心.”
11) Er Cheng ji 二程集, 2:609. “心一也, 有指體而言者, 寂然不動是也, 有指用而言者, 感
而遂通天下之故是也, 惟觀其所見如何耳.”
12) Er Cheng ji 二程集, 2:582. “體用一源, 顯微無間.”
13) Zhuzi quanshu 朱子全書, 23:3278. “夫心者人之所以主乎身者也, 一而不二者也, 爲主
而不爲客者也, 命物而不命於物者也.”
14) Zhuzi quanshu 朱子全書, 22:2131. “已發之處以心之本體權度, 審其心之所發, 恐有輕
重長短之差耳. 所謂‘物皆然, 心爲甚’, 是也. 若欲以所發之心別求心之本體, 則無此理
矣. 此胡氏觀過知仁之說所以爲不可行也.)”
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the “mysterious clear” mind was nothing but the autonomous
consciousness which operates according to the principle of nature and
produces cognitive functions, as for example when the recognition of a
thing is followed by a practical function such as emotion or will. On
the surface Zhu Xi appeared to accept Cheng Yi's view of dividing
mind in terms of substance and function,15) but in fact what he
referred to as “essence” means not just substance but the physical
entity of a phenomenal thing.16) In other words, Zhu Xi conceived
essence and application as categories for recognizing objects,
metaphysical and phenomenal alike, with the distinction of “substance”
and “function.” Therefore, even if he acknowledged that mind could
be discussed in terms of the dual aspects of substance and function,
his fundamental idea of mind hinged on autonomy in both cognition
and moral practice rather than in essence or substance.
The conception of mind as consciousness persisted in Joseon
Neo-Confucianism. Yi Hwang 李滉 (1501-1570) endorsed Zhu Xi's view
that mind is the combined function of li and ki, while Yi Yi 李珥
(1536-1584) held that "mind is ki." The contrasting views of these two
Confucian scholars were crystalized through their engagement in the
moral philosophical discourse on the Four Beginnings, the Seven
Emotions, and the distinction between human mind and moral mind,
which later shaped the academic orientation of the Southerners and
the Old Doctrine followers, respectively. Basing their stance on both
the supposition that "mind encompasses nature and emotion" and the
a priori distinction of human mind (the Seven Emotions) and moral
mind (the Four Beginnings), the Southerners tended to take a positive
position on the question of whether or not the will of mind was
capable of choosing the course of the moral mind. On the other hand,
the Old Doctrine followers were inclined to base their views of nature
on psychological and result-oriented explications of both human mind
and moral mind, assuming that “nature is li” and “mind is ki”. It was
out of the conflicting positions of these two schools that Cheong
Yagyong's new concept of mind was developed. When it came to the
autonomy of mind, Cheong endorsed the position of the Southerners
15) Zhuzi quanshu 朱子全書, 14:230. 性以理言, 情乃發用處, 心卽管攝性情者也. 故程子曰“有
指體而言者, ‘寂然不動’是也”, 此言性也; “有指用而言者, ‘感而遂通’是也”, 此言情也.
16) Zhuzi quanshu 朱子全書, 22:2226. “若以形而上者言之, 則沖漠者固爲體, 而其發於事
物之間者, 爲之用. 若以形而下者言之, 則事物又爲體, 而其理之發見者, 爲之用, 不可
槪謂形而上者爲道之體, 天下達道五爲道之用也.”
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faction to which he belonged and was critical of the views of the Old
Doctrine faction. He was not comfortable, however, with the
Southerners view of mind as a cognitive phenomenon of li and ki
linked together,17) and argued instead that the autonomous mind must
have ontological concreteness and its functions must be dealt with in
terms of practice.

3. Substantiality and Ontological Character of Mind
Cheong Yagyong explains the significance of mind in three aspects:
first, it means the “heart, one of the five vital organs of the body”;
second, “spiritual clear mind”; and third, “mind as manifestation”.18)
The first definition concerns the realm of the material body, not mind,
and as it is related only to the linguistic origin of the term, it is not a
subject for our current discussion. The second definition, “spiritual
clear mind”, concerns the substantial dimension of mind, while the
third, “manifestation of mind” concerns the functional dimension. The
way that he explains mind lets us see that his conception of mind is
broadly explicable within the categories of substance and function.
A clue to understanding his view on the substance of mind can
be found in his interpretation of Mencius' idea of greater substance.
Mencius said, "The body has a valuable part and a valueless part, or
a small thing and a greater thing. One should not impair the greater
thing with the small, nor harm the valuable part with the valueless.
One who cultivates the small thing becomes a narrow-minded person
and one who cultivates the greater thing becomes a broad-minded
person."19) Here the human body is divided into two in the context of
cultivation: the mental mind, the “greater valuable part”, and the
physical body, the “small valueless part”. On this point, Zhu Xi
annotated that "the small valueless part is the mouth and the belly,
whereas the greater valuable part is the will of the heart."20) The
17) Simkyeong milhyeom 心經密驗, Yeoyudang Jeonseo Ⅱ-2:25. “今人以心性二字。作爲大訟。
或云心大而性小。或云性大而心小。謂心統性情則心爲大。謂性是理而心是氣則性爲大。以
心爲大者。主神形妙合。只有一心而言之也。以性爲大者。把此性字。以爲大體法身之專稱
也。然若必欲假借一字。以爲大體之專名。則心猶近之。性則不可。性之爲字。當讀之如雉
性鹿性草性木性。本以嗜好立名。不可作高遠廣大說也。”
Dab Li Yeohong 答李如弘, Yeoyudang JeonseoⅠ-19:30; and Keum Jangtae (2001, 88).

18)
19) Mencius 5A.14
20) Mengzi Jizhu, (Collected Commentaries on the Mencius) 5A.14
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mouth and the belly represent the whole body and the will of the
heart can also be read as the mind’s intention. Commenting on
Mencius' claim that “one who follows the greater substance becomes a
broad-minded person and one who follows the small substance
becomes a narrow-minded person,”21) Zhu Xi wrote that “he greater
substance refers to the mind and the small substance refers to the ear,
the eyes, etc.”22) In general, his comments are quite objective.
While Cheong Yagyong agreed in principle to Zhu Xi's comments,
he presented a different view on his concrete interpretation of the
greater substance, writing: “We should follow what Zhu Xi said. But
one thing that I have to point out is that the heart is merely one of
the five major organs and will is the orientation of mind, so obviously
neither can make the greater substance. In my overall view, even if
the spiritual clear greater substance is contained in the form of ki, it is
so pure that it does not mix with it. Then, how could the heart,
which has a form, be the greater substance?”23) Although Zhu Xi
never used the word heart, Cheong maintains that the heart is not
suitable for representing the greater substance, because linguistically
the word “mind” originates from the heart. Cheong instead proposed
that the greater substance is a mental substance which is harbored in
the material body (the form of ki) but does not mix with it: “The
greater substance is formless, spiritual, and clear, whereas the material
body has a form, the physical frame.”24) In short, Cheong argued that
Mencius’ use of the term material form should be taken to refer to the
whole physical body and that greater substance refers to the spiritual
entity or supernatural spirit which resides in the material body but is
irreducible to ki. By making an ontological interpretation of the greater
substance,25) he differed from Zhu Xi, who was content to claim that
the greater substance was equivalent with mind.
Compared to Zhu Xi, Cheong Yagyong's interpretation of greater
substance has significant ontological characteristics. According to
21) Mencius 5A.15
22) Mengzi Jizhu, (Collected Commentaries on the Mencius) 5A.15
23) Maengja youyi 孟子要義, Yeoyudang Jeonseo, Ⅱ-6:29. “但心者五贜之一。志者心之所
24)

之。皆不足以爲大體。蓋此靈明之體。雖寓於形氣之中。粹然不與形氣相雜。豈可以有
形之心贜。指之爲大體乎?”
Maengja youyi, Yeoyudang Jeonseo, II-6:29. “鏞案大體者。無形之靈明也。小體者。有
形之軀殼也。”

25) See Kim Woo-hyung (2008, 104-125) on the ontological interpretation of ghosts
and spirits.
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Cheong, human existence as body or material substance and as
personified mind is a combination of spirit (greater substance) and
form (physical body). He wrote:
Spirit and form achieve an excellent harmony to compose a human being.
Spirit has no form or appellation. As it is formless, a name is borrowed for
it and it is called spirit. (The word “spirit” is taken from what refers to
ghost and spirit. [original notes]) The heart, the organ which regulates
blood, is where spirit and form are in perfect harmony, so its name is
borrowed for it. (The heart is one of the five vital organs, like the liver
and lungs. [original notes]) After death, it leaves the form and then it is
called soul. Mencius calls it the greater substance and Buddhists name it
the Dharma-body, but there is no literal name specifically designated to i
t.26)

According to this passage, the terms spirit, heart, soul, greater
substance, and the Dharma-body each make reference to a formless
mental substance. For Cheong, the term xin 心, which originates from
the character for heart, represents the organ in which spirit, form,
greater substance and physical body are in harmony―even though this
is not exactly what Mencius had in mind when he used the term
greater substance―and is used in reference to the mental substance.
Although Cheong Yagyong makes reference to the “governance of
moral mind,”27) he never mentions the governance of mind as the
greater substance or spiritual substance. This clearly shows that for
him, the substance of mind in itself is a primarily ontological
substance which has no implication of either cognitive or practical
autonomy; it becomes the moral agent only through a moral function.
In this aspect, he rejects the Old Doctrine faction's belief that mind
should be regarded as psychological consciousness as well as the
position, held by Zhu Xi and the Southerners, in which mind is
understood as autonomous consciousness encompassing nature and
emotion. Cheong’s conception is also clearly different from the theory
of substance in which nature (li) is seen as the ultimate reality or the
substance intrinsic to mind. He remarked:
26) Maengja youyi, Yeoyudang Jeonseo Ⅱ-5:32; and Lee Ji-yeong (1994, 129). “鏞案神形妙合,
乃成爲人. 神則無形, 亦尙無名. 以其無形, 故借名曰神. (借鬼神之神) 心爲血府, 爲妙合之
樞紐, 故借名曰心. (心本五臟, 字與肝肺同) 死而離形, 乃名曰魂. 孟子謂之大體, 佛家謂之
法身, 其在文字, 無專名也.”
27) Maengja youyi, Yeoyudang Jeonseo Ⅱ-6:20. “大抵人之所以知覺運動。趨於食色者。與禽獸
毫無所異。惟其道心所發。無形無質。靈明通慧者。寓於氣質。以爲主宰。”
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In old scriptures, it is called the greater substance in attention to the empty
spiritual substance, or moral mind in attention to the initiation of the
greater substance, or it is called nature in attention to what the greater
substance likes and dislikes. Nature of heavenly mandate means that at the
beginning when Heaven created humans, the nature of loving virtue and
feeling shame for evil was bestowed on them within the realm of the
empty spiritual substance; it does not mean that nature can be called
substance.28)

For Cheong Yagyong, the empty spiritual substance is nothing but the
greater substance (spiritual substance or spirit) of multiple persons,
instead of a single person. Furthermore, the disposition of this greater
substance to embrace virtue and shy away from evil. Moral mind,
then, is the mind which is manifested when the greater substance
follows the disposition for virtue. In short, mind in itself can be better
conceived of as an ontological substance rather than as a autonomous
consciousness. The substance of mind is neither a purely psychological
substance nor the unique property of a single person, but more
properly is a spirit or an ontological equivalent of Sangje (Supreme
Sovereignty) which is irreducible to li or ki. He adopts the concepts of
Sangje and spirit from early Confucianism and the philosophical
tradition prior to Neo-Confucianism in order to concretize the
substantiality of mind from an ontological standpoint. Catholic
doctrines on spirit and soul, in which he had keen interest during his
early adulthood, probably had some influence on his views as well.
Nevertheless, it should be noted that the Korean philosophical
traditions present before the introduction of Western Learning could
also have provided a sufficient basis for the formulation of his idea of
substance.

4. Practical Functions and Characteristics of the Moral Agent
For Cheong Yagyong, the function and operation of mind is of even
greater importance than the nature of the greater substance or the
spiritual substance. Cheong’s use of the term “spiritual knowledge”
(lingzhi 靈知) indicates that he accepts the cognitive (perceptive)
28) 論語古今注, Yeoyudang Jeonseo Ⅱ-9:11. “其在古經。以虛靈之本體而言之則謂之大

體。見孟子以大體之所發而言之則謂之道心。見道經以大體之所好惡而言之則謂之性。
天命之謂性者。謂天於生人之初。賦之以好德恥惡之性於虛靈本體之中。非謂性可以名
本體也。”
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function of mind with regard to the logic of things.29) The cognitive
function of mind is, however, a natural function or a capacity of
spiritual substance, which precludes the necessity to find the ground
or rationality for its possibility. Spiritual substance requires moral
application in order to hold the implication of the agent. In this
context, Cheong’s main interest lies in the practical and moral sphere,
considered separately from cognition. In other words, believing that
morality is not an issue of knowledge, he is most keen on explaining
morality via the practical functions of spiritual substance, such as
feeling (e.g., like and dislike), desire, will, and intentionality.
Among the functions of spiritual substance, Cheong divdes the
broader category of feelings into moral feelings and general feelings,
even though they cannot be uniformly categorized into such typologies
as the Four Beginnings and the Seven Emotions. In his view, Mencius'
Four Beginnings are rough groupings of virtuous feelings and
therefore, all moral feelings do not need to be confined to them.30) He
also divides the broader category of desires into moral vs. immoral, or
good vs. evil ones desires. The desire to follow a right principle leads
to a moral action, whereas a desire to follow a selfish intention results
in an evil action.31) In this sense, Cheong’s understanding of desire is
closely related or nearly identical to will:
Now, let me discuss human nature. Human beings can sometimes have two
concurrent conflicting intentions. If someone gives me an unjust gift, I have
two contradicting feelings of wanting to take it and to refuse it at the same
time. If I am in a situation of causing suffering to myself by fulfilling
benevolence, the feelings of both wanting to avoid the suffering and to
embrace it arise simultaneously. Wanting to take the gift and to avoid the
suffering is the desire of temperament, while wanting to refuse the gift and
to embrace the suffering is the exercise of moral righteousness.32)

Like emotion and desire, Cheong considers intention to be part of
29) Daehag gang-ui 大學講義, Yeoyudang Jeonseo Ⅱ-2:3. “憙曰, 虛靈不昧者, 是何物? 鏞曰,
是無形之體, 是不屬血肉者, 是能包括萬狀, 妙悟萬理, 能愛能惡者. 是我生之初, 天之所
以賦於我者也.”
30) Dab Li Youhong, Yeoyudang JeonseoⅠ-19:31; and Keum Jangtae (2001, 92).
31) Jungyong gang-ui bo 中庸講義補, Yeoyudang Jeonseo Ⅱ-4:64. “臣對曰孟子所謂耳口目
32)

鼻四肢之欲。固上聖之所不能無者。然我之所以答是欲者。能循正理則不害其爲善。專
循私意則乃至於陷惡。”
Maengja youi, Yeoyudang Jeonseo Ⅱ-6:19. “今論人性。人恒有二志。相反而竝發者。有
餽而將非義也則欲受而兼欲不受焉。有患而將成仁也則欲避而兼欲不避焉。夫欲受與欲
避者。是氣質之欲也。其欲不受而不避者。是道義之欲也。”
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human nature and an object-oriented function. Those three
object-oriented practical functions eventually result in two modes of
manifested consciousness which he refers to as human mind and
moral mind. The desire and intention for a moral object (moral
righteousness) is manifested as moral mind, while the desire and
intention for an object of psycho-physical appetite is manifested as
human mind. That is, the desires and intentions of spiritual substance
arouse moral emotions, leading to the manifestation of moral mind,
whereas those of the body incite general feelings and the manifestation
of human mind, which slips easily into selfish greed. Unlike
object-oriented desire, emotion, and intention, Cheong defines
intentionality as a function which emerges from the consideration of
inner movements:
Zhu Xi used the expression “manifestation of mind” and Cai Qing 蔡淸
stated that “righteousness is the embryo of mind.” In my view, state, house,
body, and mind, all begin from the outside and reach the inside. But
masters said that “righteousness is the manifestation of mind” and
“righteousness is the embryo of mind,” which implies that it is directed
toward the outside. I do not think that is what the author of Daxue (大學,
Great Learning) meant. Righteousness is clandestinely deliberated and
privately operated in the mind. Therefore, in general, inner configuration is
regarded as righteousness. In the Chapter on Liyun 禮運 (Conveyance of
Rites), it is written that righteousness is not what is intended. Righteousness
is clandestine secret thought at the core of mind and different from
contemplation (思), idea (想), will (志), and deliberation (慮).33)

According to Cheong, intentionality, which is "clandestine inner
thought at the core of mind," is different from contemplation and will,
which are object-oriented. In a broad sense, intentionality may be
linked to contemplation, as it involves a thinking process. However,
because contemplation is related with object-oriented cognition, it must
be differentiated from intentionality. For Cheong, intentionality is
similar to will in the sense that it is a practical function; however, will
is directed at an object, while intentionality is concerned with one’s
orientation per se. In short, intentionality is distinguished from will,
which is operated based on the disposition or orientation of one’s
mind. In this context, Cheong defines nature―the basis of
33) Daehag gong-ui 大學公議, Yeoyudang Jeonseo Ⅱ-1:22. “朱子曰心之所發。蔡淸曰意
者。心之萌也。鏞案自國而家而身而心。皆由外而達於內。今反云意者心之發。意者心
之萌。則又迴轉向外。作者之意。必不如此。意者心中之所隱度運用者也。故凡隱度者
謂之意。禮運曰非意之也。意者隱也。中心之所隱念也。與思想志慮等字不同。”
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object-oriented practical functions such as desire, feeling, and will―as
“preference” or disposition and replaces intentionality with the concept
of weighing, arguing that two modes of manifestation which ensue
from the preference and disposition of mind are deliberated and
weighed in terms of their relative importance. In other words, the
preference and disposition of mind is divided into the moral (preferred
by spiritual substance) and the physical (preferred by bodily form),34)
which are manifested as moral mind and human mind, respectively.
Weighing is the function of gauging which of the two is more
important and making a selection. He writes the following:
Therefore, heaven endows on humans the autonomous capacity of weighing
so that we can choose good if we want to or choose evil if we want to.
The direction is open and not fixed, so the choice is entirely up to us. In
this aspect, humans are different from animals which have a fixed direction.
Therefore, each individual gets the credit for the practice of good and is
held accountable for the sin of committing evil. All of this is due to the
weighing of mind, not what is called nature.35)

This paragraph is often cited to demonstrate that Cheong saw
weighing as the right or authority to exercise free will or to make an
autonomous choice, but this seems to be an inaccurate interpretation of
Cheong's intention and demonstrates an oversight of the philosophical
context in which the remark is embedded.36) Indeed, if this excerpt
were all that one read, the impression that Cheong viewed weighing
as the essential basis for distinguishing good from evil and merit from
sin might be justified. But Cheong makes it clear in the passage just
cited that the fundamental difference between humans and animals lies
34) Jaseon myojimyeong 自撰墓誌銘 (集中本), Yeoyudang Jeonseo I-16:16: “Nature is
preference and there are preferences of body and those of spiritual knowledge)
(性者嗜好也, 有形軀之嗜, 有靈知之嗜.)”
35) Maengja youi, Yeoyudang Jeonseo Ⅱ-5:34. “故天之於人。予之以自主之權。使其欲善則
36)

爲善。欲惡則爲惡。游移不定。其權在己。不似禽獸之有定心。故爲善則實爲己功。爲
惡則實爲己罪。此心之權也。非所謂性也。”
While interpreting weighing quanheng 權衡 as free will in a recent study, Baek

Min-jeong discusses its precise conceptual meaning as follows: "There should be
no precondition whatsoever in order for weighing to be carried out as a free
choice and determination. That is because one can make a completely free
choice, only if one is guaranteed not to bear any harm or cost for making that
choice. Cheong Yagyong did not seem to mean an unconditional choice of this
kind, understanding that one's choice and merit can actualize only through the
relationship with Sangje, the solemn entity." (Baek 2007, 112) If that was,
indeed, what he intended, weighing should not be construed as “free will” or
free choice.
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in humans’ preference of and disposition to goodness, not in weighing.
In his view, it is based on the idea of weighing, by which good and
evil behaviors are differentiated from each other, that Gaozi argued
that "human nature is neither good nor evil " and Yang Xiong
asserted that "good and evil coexist."37) If weighing signifies free will
and it is a fundamental human characteristic, would he have been
obliged to place Gaozi and Yang Xiong above Mencius? In a nutshell,
the message that Cheong is attempting to convey is that weighing is a
secondary function granted due to presence of two parallel tendencies
which are unique to humans. His key point is not that people have
the freedom of choice, but that they should commit themselves to the
cultivation of morality for the right exercise of weighing, because the
autonomous operation of weighing will naturally direct their mind to
goodness.
If he had truly believed in the free will of humans, Cheong
would not have used the term weighing in place of “intent,” which
means voluntary intention or choice. Cheng Yi once said that "one can
distinguish right from wrong and truth from falsity only after one's
mind reaches morality. This is analogous to comparing the weights of
different objects with a weighing instrument (scale). As for this,
Mencius uses the expression, “know the right way” (知言).38) Here
Cheng Yi uses the word weighing as a metaphor for making a clear
judgment of truth and falsehood, but his main point is that just as no
arbitrary preference or judgment intervenes in measuring the weight of
an object one should attempt a similarly objective assessment of truth
and falsity. Cheong Yagyong's usage of the term “weighing” is not
very different from Cheng Yi’s. Cheong posits that the right exercise
of weighing will make the mind choose what is preferred by spiritual
knowledge, i.e., goodness. Nonetheless, it is noteworthy that while
Cheng Yi uses weighing as a simple analogy in an intellectual and
cognitive sense, Cheong Yagyong posits a more proactive notion of
weighing as a moral and practical function of mind. That is because
he wants to replace the two cognitive and practical functions of
37) Simkyeong milhyeom, Yeoyudang Jeonseo Ⅱ-2:28. “總之靈體之內。厥有三理。言乎其

38)

性則樂善而恥惡。此孟子所謂性善也。言乎其權衡則可善而可惡。此告子湍水之喩。揚
雄善惡渾之說所由作也。言乎其行事則難善而易惡。行荀卿性惡之說所由作也。荀與揚
也。認性字本誤。其說以差。非吾人靈體之內。本無此三理也。”
Mengzi Jizhu on the Mensius 2A.2. “程子曰, 心通乎道, 然後能辨是非, 如持權衡, 以
較輕重, 孟子所謂知言是也.”
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perception and will with the practical orientation and the weighing
function of spiritual knowledge (spiritual substance).
This meaning of weighing is in harmony with the characteristic
virtue ethics of Cheong's moral philosophy.39) For him, “goodness,”
which is pursued by spiritual knowledge, is not innate or inherent,
neither an abstract principle nor a morality of specific content; rather
“goodness” means specific virtues associated with external norms of
human morality such as filial piety, fraternal love, and affection to
children. Cheong states that "virtue refers to being faithful to human
morality and it is none other than filial piety, fraternal love, and
affection to children."40) There is no absolute criterion of distinguishing
between moral mind and human mind or between good and evil;
concrete virtues of human morality which have been realized through
practice and handed down historically in social community serve as
the only criteria of differentiating between good and evil. Of the
virtues, filial piety, fraternal love, and affection to children are
representative virtues of practice whose fulfillment will help achieve
other virtues in real life. It would be needless to underscore the
importance of individual free will and existential determination to put
those communal virtues into practice.
In fact, notions of free will and existential determination are far
more suitable to Zhu Xi's notion of morality. For Zhu Xi, moral mind
entails the recognition of the mandatory command of nature and is
similar to the sense of responsibility. Because the will to choose
between moral mind and human mind involves intentionality, which is
separate from recognition, it requires that one resort entirely to
individual conscience and an awareness of what ought to be.41) Even
if one recognizes what ought to be, one's free will may not choose the
moral mind. Yi Hwang and his fellow Southerners generally endorsed
the ethical position held by Zhu Xi and accepted their view of both
the mind’s autonomous and possession of free will with governing
power. Meanwhile, Yi Yi and the Noron 老論 (Old Doctrine) members
(his supporters) adopted a psychological and empirical outlook on
mind and attempted to explain the distinction of human mind and
39) See Kim Woo hyung (2012, 224-247) on the characteristics of virtue ethics in
Cheong Yagyong's philosophy.
40) Noneo gogeumju, Yeoyudang Jeonseo Ⅱ-7:23; and Yi Ji-hyeong (2011, 161). “德者,
篤於人倫之名, 孝弟慈是已.”
41) Kim Woo hyung (2013, 178).
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moral mind as a consequence of a psychological process. In contrast to
the rejection of free will, their notion of intention retained a lingering
implication of voluntariness, which they regarded as a function
of planning for a certain purpose and which involved
comparison and evaluation of the results which emerged from
the process of perception.42) Considered in isolation from virtue,
perception can easily become a mere tool in the quest for
individuals' personal intentions and goals. Although Cheong
Yagyong accepted the Old Doctrine faction's position of
separating cognition from morality, he could not consent to their
psychological understanding of mind and the result-oriented
stance on ethics, and was particularly wary of the notion of
voluntary intentionality in moral philosophy. Furthermore,
Cheong regarded overdependence on free will, the position
supported by Zhu Xi and the Southerners, as a naive and
optimistic theoretical attitude. Against this backdrop, he forged
out a third position by mixing elements of both the Southerners’
and the Old Doctrine faction’s thinking, eventually proposing the
adoption of a concept of weighing in the place of intentionality.
In summary, Cheong’s conception of weighing, the function
of deliberating on the two tendencies of mind and selecting one
of them, does not implicate free will or free choice. It would
perhaps be most properly interpreted as meaning “inner
consideration.” Cheong wanted to stress the necessity for the
cultivation of mind by asserting that the pursuit of virtue
becomes naturally practicable through a process of weighing
which is entirely devoid of volition. However, he also claimed
that without a recognition of a preference for spiritual
knowledge, weighing cannot automatically choose the moral mind
and practice virtue; hence, the intellectual function of spiritual
knowledge was essential. Although he later accepted Zhu Xi's
notion in this aspect, the absence of a full explanation for the
cognitive function of mind appears to be a critical weakness in
his theory of mind and ethics.
42) Dab Li Hyeon-ik 答李顯益 (Reply to Yi Hyun-ik) (庚辰), Nongam Jip 16:21. “以意
謂已發後最末梢事, 大不是, 所謂緣情計較者, 亦謂因情之發而有此商量計較意思也. 此
意萌動處, 獨非幾微乎?”
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5. Conclusion
In Cheong Yagyong's theory of mind, greater substance or spiritual
substance is the essence of mind. Though harbored in the physical
body, it does not mix with it and it is akin to a ghost or formless
spirit and transcends both li and ki. The substance of mind has an
ontological character and does not possess autonomy, which would
have to be derived from a moral function. Although his accounting of
the function of mind presupposes a cognitive process, as illustrated by
his use of the term spiritual knowledge as a synonym for spiritual
substance, he provides no explanation for it. Instead, he limits his
explication of mind to a consideration of its practical functions such as
feeling, desire, will, and intentionality. The first three are
object-oriented, while the last one refers to the function of deliberating
and contemplating on the inner movements of mind. Nature as the
foundation of feeing, desire, and will is interpreted as orientation,
disposition, or preference, while intentionality is replaced with the
function of weighing, which refers to the process of gauging the two
dispositions and choosing one of them. His notion of weighing, whose
function is secondary to the inclination for the pursuit of goodness
(virtue), does not carry any insinuation of free will or autonomous
authority to make a choice. Cheong introduces the concept of weighing
to stress the importance of moral practice and cultivation, believing
that mind is designed to be directed to goodness (virtue) as long as it
recognizes the tendency to its quest. Although he constructs a novel
conception of nature and weighing, he seems unable to move beyond
the moral consciousness of the problem of how to deal with the
necessity to select moral mind over human mind, which is precisely
the question with which Zhu Xi and the Neo-Confucians wrestled. The
absence of an explanation for the cognitive function of mind is a clear
detriment to its theoretical utility. Despite its limitations, Cheong’s
theory of mind should be praised as a notable achievement for its
simplicity and practice-orientation in the aspect of moral practice and
cultivation.
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對丁若鏞心論中的道德主體和實踐作用的研究
金祐瑩

中文摘要
論文中作者對丁若鏞心論中的道德主體和實踐作用進行了考察，並試圖說
明其特性。大體和靈體做爲心的實體依賴著肉體而存在，但又不是與之混
合存在的，而是以無形的超越的形式存在的。心的實體本身只帶有存在論
的性質，不會表現主體的意義。心在道德的作用下才具有主體的意義，而
丁若鏞在解釋心的作用時，則是將它限制在實踐的領域。感情、欲望和意
志屬於實踐的作用，與之相反，意念則起到了揣摩和思考心內部活動的作
用。作爲感情、欲望和意志根源的性可以解釋爲趨向性或傾向，衡量並對
這兩種傾向進行選擇的權衡概念可以說就是意念。權衡只是追求善（德）
的傾向中一個附帶的機能，不代表自由意志。雖然丁若鏞的心論有一定的
獨創性，但是對於心認識性作用的說明有著理論的局限性。
關鍵詞：丁若鏞，心理理論，道德主體，實踐作用，權衡

